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First day of school in the forest
The Hidden Life of Dogs
A black cat who only ever goes out during the day and a white cat who only goes out at night meet in the middle and start a
beautiful relationship together.

Lucas
Un dolce abbraccio, il soffice bacio della buona notte, il solletico sul pancino o una carezza che scompiglia la zazzera. Tanti
modi per dire al vostro bambino: Sei al sicuro, sei amato, sei speciale. Le coccole sono uno splendido canale di comunicazione
tra genitori e figli. Ma cos’è una coccola? Scopritelo grazie a questo tenero percorso emotivo in 30 filastrocche finemente
illustrate, ognuna abbinata a diversi modi di “fare le coccole”, idee e spunti creativi per vivere piccoli momenti di felicità
condivisa, sul divano di casa o nel lettino prima di fare la nanna. Due autori best seller ed esperti d’eccezione, Alberto Pellai e
Barbara Tamborini, ci conducono in un viaggio tra i legami affettivi in famiglia e firmano un’originale guida per rafforzare il
rapporto genitori-figli attraverso l’intimità e la tenerezza.

Greek Myths for Young Children
After the best-seller The End is My Beginning, co-authored with his father Tixiano Terzani, the long-awaited Folco Terzani’s
comeback with a spiritual fable of nature, men and God.

The Birth Of A Mother
Shapes reshape themselves into different animals.

In the Meadow
Neuromania
Describes what happens when Farmer Ted's tractor goes too fast. On board pages.

Shapes, Reshape!
Caitlin's life changes the moment she sees Lucas walking across the causeway one hot summer's day. He is the strangest, most
beautiful boy she has ever seen - and when she meets him, her world comes alive.

The Cat Book
Una storia illustrata per lui e una guida per voi: come sostenere vostro figlio nelle piccole, grandi sfide dell’infanzia. Tutto è
pronto per la sfida della tv: staccarsi dalla televisione è difficile, perché spinge a trovare distrazioni altrettanto affascinanti solo
grazie alla fantasia! Che fare? Ogni volume di Piccole Grandi Sfide non è solo un libro illustrato, né solo un manuale, bensì
entrambe le cose. Un doppio strumento per vincere le sfide evolutive su un terreno d’incontro fra i pensieri del bambino e
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quelli dell’adulto in cerca delle parole giuste da usare. Un prezioso alleato della crescita, perché i traguardi della vita valgono di
più se raggiunti insieme.

Saying No
Asha Phillips writes as both a child psychotherapist and a mother, using case studies as well as informal anecdotes from family
and friends as illustrations. She strips away the negative associations surrounding the word 'no' and celebrates change and
setting limits as essential ingredients in development. In a new introduction, Asha Phillips explains why the idea of limits and
boundaries have become ever more pertinent since the book was first published. Now with a new chapter on illness in the
family, Saying No can continue to build confidence and self-esteem in both children and parents.

Unchained by a Forbidden Love
Una storia illustrata per lui e una guida per voi: come sostenere vostro figlio nelle piccole, grandi sfide dell’infanzia. Manca
ormai poco all’arrivo di una sorellina. Ma sarà difficile accettare di condividere le attenzioni dei genitori. I giocattoli, le
coccole, le risate e l’affetto saranno abbastanza per tutti? Ogni volume di Piccole Grandi Sfide non è solo un libro illustrato, né
solo un manuale, bensì entrambe le cose. Un doppio strumento per vincere le sfide evolutive su un terreno d’incontro fra i
pensieri del bambino e quelli dell’adulto in cerca delle parole giuste da usare. Un prezioso alleato della crescita, perché i
traguardi della vita valgono di più se raggiunti insieme.

Winnie and Wilbur: Happy Birthday, Winnie
Neuroeconomics, neuromarketing, neuroaesthetics, and neurotheology are just a few of the novel disciplines that have been
inspired by a combination of ancient knowledge together with recent discoveries about how the human brain works. The mass
media are full of news items featuring colour photos of the brain, that show us the precise location in which a certain thought
or emotion, or even love occurs, hence leading us to believe that we can directly observe, withno mediation, the brain at work.
But is this really so? This fascinating, accessible, and thought provoking new book questions our obsession with brain imaging.
Written by two highly experienced psychologists, it discusses some of the familiar ideas usually associated wtih mind-body,

Once Upon a Star
Sam and Poppy learn how to tell time as they do their chores on the farm, in a story that includes a clock with a movable
hands. On board pages.

Uffa una sorellina!
Telling the Time
As you prepare to become a mother, you face an experience unlike any other in your life. Having a baby will redirect your
preferences and pleasures and, most likely, will realign some of your values.As you undergo this unique psychological
transformation, you will be guided by new hopes, fears, and priorities. In a most startling way, having a child will influence all
of your closest relationships and redefine your role in your family's history. The charting of this remarkable, new realm is the
subject of this compelling book.Renowned psychiatrist Daniel N. Stern has joined forces with pediatrician and child
psychiatrist Nadia Bruschweiler-Stern and journalist Alison Freeland to paint a wonderfully evocative picture of the
psychology of motherhood. At the heart of The Birth of a Mother is an arresting premise: Just as a baby develops physically in
utero and after birth, so a mother is born psychologically in the many months that precede and follow the birth of her baby.The
recognition of this inner transformation emerges from hundreds of interviews with new mothers and decades of clinical
experience. Filled with revealing case studies and personal comments from women who have shared this experience, this book
will serve as an invaluable sourcebook for new mothers, validating the often confusing emotions that accompany the
development of this new identity. In addition to providing insight into the unique state of motherhood, the authors touch on
related topics such as going back to work, fatherhood, adoption, and premature birth.During pregnancy, mothers-to-be talk
about morning sickness and their changing bodies, and new mothers talk about their exhaustion, the benefits of nursing or
bottle-feeding, and the dilemma of whether or when they should return to work. And yet, they can be strangely mute about the
dramatic and often overwhelming changes going on in their inner lives. Finally, with The Birth of a Mother, these powerful
feelings are eloquently put into words.

The Thing That Hurts Most in the World
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The hare and the hyena speak about every day matters. "The lie is the most hurtful thing in the world", says the hare; and the
hyena starts to laughtA popular tale from the Ivory Coast

Good Night, Mr. Panda
A huge international seller in other languages Booksellers choice, Germany. Lots of humour and clues to figure out where the
line is leading 'Totally engagingIt's a whale of a fun ride!' Kirkus Reviews (US) 'A whimsical and witty tour of the animal
kingdom.' Publishers Weekly (US)

Play of Light Board Book
A little girl hears the sounds of nature all around her when she follows a butterfly into a meadow.

Una canzone per te
Edizioni Corraini's Bruno Munari Workshopseries focuses on a variety of creative tasks and skills that inspire the active
involvement of adults and children alike--flower arranging, in this case. In A Flower with Love, the beloved Italian artist and
designer lets us in on the secret: "what really matters is the love with which a little daisy, a lavender sprig or some moss are
chosen, that one there in particular and not that other one." With full-color images of Munari's whimsical and inventive
creations in each spread, we learn that flower arranging is not an obscure art but a natural gesture requiring more care and
imagination than money. Munari's examples are not to be copied slavishly; they represent examples to aid the reader in
uncovering their own natural aesthetic sensibilities.

Stupid Baby
In a modern fairy tale about the power of fear and how it distorts our view of the world, the Black Dog that appears outside the
Hope family's home seems to grow larger and larger as each frightened member of the Hope family sees it, but the youngest
member of the household is not afraid and is able to break the spell.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears-Riccioli D'oro E i Tre Orsi. Con CD Audio
Spegni la TV!
I Miei Primi Mezzi Di Trasporto. Ediz. a Colori
A guide to eleven children's art workshops by one of the world's most innovative facilitators and best-selling bookmakers.
Workshops are designed to spark children's imaginations, champion group bonding, and give visually pleasing results - with no
artistic ability required. Illustrated and written by author of Press Here (over 1 million copies sold worldwide and a The New
York Times bestseller for 3 years running). Each workshop includes: a list of materials needed, a step-by-step guide to
facilitation, practical tips, illustrated examples, and photos of workshops in progress. Tried and tested around the world by
children of all ages. Perfect for organizing group events at home, in schools, at parties, at museums - anywhere!

If You Want to See a Whale
Once upon a star, there were no stars to shine -- no sun to rise no sun to set no day, no night, nor any time. Discover the origins
of the universe! The worlds of poetry and science collide to create this unique book about our sun, our planets, our Earth--and
YOU!

Doodle Cook
It is time for bed and Mr. Panda reminds his friends Hippopotamus, Skunk, Sheep, and Sloth that they each have forgotten to
do something. Skunk has forgotten to take a bath, Hippopotamus needs to brush his teeth, Sloth is too tired to move, and much
more. Mr. Panda is there to remind them of the steps they've missed. As Lemur eventually finds out, however, even Mr. Panda
can make a bedtime mistake! Steve Antony combines the ever-popular bedtime theme with the humor and fun that only Mr.
Panda can bring.
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Coccolario
Traditional fold stories, myths, and fables to encourage children to learn about different cultures.

Black Dog
Questo è un libro che racconta la vita, anzi la canta. Ci sono canzoni care ai genitori che colpiscono con una potenza
incredibile anche i figli: le ascoltano una volta, ne restano già affascinati e cominciano a cantarle. Ci sono canzoni che non
hanno tempo. Oggi come quarant’anni fa, sono bellissime. E anche molto attuali. Perché raccontano storie, ma comunicano
anche un messaggio con un valore educativo immenso. Un piccolo atlante musicale per esplorare in 50 canzoni il viaggio più
bello che ciascuno di noi fa: la vita. «Queste canzoni parlano per noi, non solo di noi» - LINUS

The Dog, the Wolf and God
For readers of The Light We Lost and Me Before You, a life-affirming, deeply moving story about lies, loss and a love that is
louder than words. “The premise alone had me, but The Silent Treatment itself is just heartrendingly lovely. It’s beautiful, so
moving and clever. I truly adored it.” — Josie Silver, #1 New York Times bestselling author of One Day in December A
lifetime together. Six months of silence. One last chance. By all appearances, Frank and Maggie share a happy, loving
marriage. But for the past six months, they have not spoken. Not a sentence, not a single word. Maggie isn’t sure what, exactly,
provoked Frank’s silence, though she has a few ideas. Day after day, they have eaten meals together and slept in the same bed
in an increasingly uncomfortable silence that has become, for Maggie, deafening. Then Frank finds Maggie collapsed in the
kitchen, unconscious, an empty package of sleeping pills on the table. Rushed to the hospital, she is placed in a medically
induced coma while the doctors assess the damage. If she regains consciousness, Maggie may never be the same. Though he is
overwhelmed at the thought of losing his wife, will Frank be able to find his voice once again—and explain his withdrawal—or
is it too late? “A remarkably assured debut which doesn’t go where you expect it to go. I very much look forward to seeing
what she writes next.” — Jojo Moyes, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Line up, Please
"Say hello to your new cat. You can tickle his chin and hear him purr. But wait--was that a raindrop? Don't let him get
wet"--Page 4 of cover.

Black Cat, White Cat
Madeline Finn does NOT like to read. But she DOES want a gold star from her teacher. But, stars are for good readers. Stars
are for understanding words, and for saying them out loud. Fortunately, Madeline Finn meets Bonnie, a library dog. Reading
out loud to Bonnie isn’t so bad; when Madeline Finn gets stuck, Bonnie doesn’t mind. As it turns out, it’s fun to read when
you’re not afraid of making mistakes. Bonnie teaches Madeline Finn that it’s okay to go slow. And to keep trying. With
endearing illustrations, Lisa Papp brings an inspiring and comforting book to all new readers who just need a little confidence
to overcome their fears.

Madeline Finn and the Library Dog
“A fascinating glimpse into the canine world, possibly deeper and more accurate than any we have had until now” (The New
York Times Book Review). Long before the Dog Whisperer, anthropologist Elizabeth Marshall Thomas revealed to readers
the nature of pack dynamics, leading to a completely new understanding of dogs, their personalities, and their desires. Based
on thirty years of living with and observing dogs, The Hidden Life of Dogs asks one question: What do dogs want? To find
out, we must meet the pack. First there is Misha, a husky Thomas followed on her daily rounds of more than 130 square miles.
Then there is Maria, who adored Misha, bore his puppies, and clearly mourned when he moved away; the brave pug Bingo and
his little wife, Violet; the dingo Viva; and other colorful characters. In observing them, Thomas learned that what dogs want
most of all is other dogs. Informative and captivating, The Hidden Life of Dogs will give every canine owner and canine lover
great insight into dog behavior. “A wonderful book . . . Too bad dogs can’t read. They’d be fascinated. Dog people will be too.”
—USA Today

Now You See Me, Now You Don't
Bored with being themselves, the elephant, the bird, the fish, the lizard, and the ox all wish they could be something else.
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The Silent Treatment
The Red Tractor
Lost to the darkness, Fuery wages a daily war against the corruption that lives within him, constantly in danger of slipping into
the black abyss and becoming the monster all elves fear. Work as an assassin gives him purpose, but what reason is there to go
on when he killed the light of his life—his fated mate? Shaia has spent forty-two centuries mourning her mate. Tired and worn
down, she agrees to wed a male of her family’s choosing, following tradition that has always bound her as a female and hoping
she will be able to gain just a little freedom in return. But as she resigns herself to being the mate of a male she could never
love, fate places an old friend in her path—one who tells her that her lost love is alive. Will Shaia find the courage to break
with tradition and leave the elf kingdom in search of her mate? And as a ray of light pierces his soul again, can Fuery find the
strength to win his battle against the darkness or will it devour him and that light of their forbidden love forever? If you like
Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able
to put down the addictive Eternal Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons,
angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful
paranormal romance series from a New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over 60
books Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon
King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a
Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened
by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14:
Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a
Demon King Book 18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus - Coming Soon! next book in the Eternal
Mates paranormal romance series coming soon!

Letters to Daniel
Young art-chefs - your moment has come! The table is set and your ingredients await: an empty plate, color pens and - most
important of all - your imagination! Now, add a dash of squiggles there, a handful of zig zags for flavor - and voila!

A Flower with Love
Look closely! This vibrant wordless book invites children to explore the concept of visibility. A menagerie of colorful animals
can be found within this stylish book, but pay attention! When the background color changes with each turn of the page, a
different animal (almost) vanishes — and another seems to appear on every spread. Who blends in with the fallen leaves?
What about the trees of the forest? Brimming with visual humor, this attractive play on color and camouflage is sure to delight
keen-eyed youngsters and reward their observational skills with a few giggles.

Biological Psychology
There's a new baby in Simon's house. 'When's the stupid baby going back to the hospital?' Simon asks his parents. But the baby
is there to stay. What about all the scary wolves outside the house? The wolves that want to eat Simon up? Will his parents still
protect him now they have a stupid baby?

Essays in Application
Art Workshops for Children
After many intense life experiences, after traveling all over the world, first as a successful businessman and later as a best
selling author, Sergio Bambaren experiences something that overwhelms him: he becomes a father. He begins to write
affectionate letters inspired by his new born son Daniel, based on his own life experiences, with the desire to prepare his son to
the world he has just arrived into; to follow his dreams, to never be discouraged by setbacks or mistakes he will make, to face
his fears rather than flee from them and inspire him to discover the true purpose of his life.

The Elephant's Wish
Advises the reader about what to do, and not do, in order to successfully spot a whale, such as wrapping up in a not-too-cozy
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blanket, ignoring the roses, and especially, being patient.
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